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In a wireless multi-hop network, we need to allow the communication between
any pair of nodes even if they are not in transmission range ofeach other. For it, a
routing protocol is needed to provide routes between them. But, flat routing protocols
(reactive or proactive) do not scale well. Indeed, such routing protocols become in-
effective for large scale wireless multi-hop networks, because of bandwidth (flooding
of control messages), latency and processing overhead (routing table computation). A
well-known solution to overcome this major drawback is to introduce a hierarchy in
the network by grouping geographically close nodes intoclusters in a distributed and
local way. We can thus apply different routing schemes in andbetween clusters. We
thus previously introduced a clustering protocol in [6]. The resulting clusters have been
analyzed by theoretical and simulations approaches and have reveal to present better
features than other existing ones ([6, 7, 8]. It self-stabilizes in a low and constant time
and specifically offers a better stability over node mobility. Because of place limita-
tion, we will not detail our clustering scheme in this paper.We just sum up, in Table 1,
the significant properties of the clusters built by these heuristics which have motivated
our localization approach. As we will see in the following, one of the most important
feature is that the clustering algorithm builds trees even before building clusters (All
nodes of a same tree then belong to the same cluster and the tree root becomes the
cluster-head). We can also note in Table 1 that the mean tree depth is pretty low and
close to the optimal we could expect which is the mean cluster-head eccentricity (The
eccentricity of a node is the greater distance in number of hops between it and any
other node in its cluster). That means that the routes in the trees from the cluster-head
to any other node within its cluster are, of course not optimal, but not so far from it.
Moreover, note that, in average, an internal node does not have a lot of children.

In most of the literature, a hierarchical routing means using a proactive routing
protocol inside the clusters and a reactive one between the clusters [5, 10, 2, 9]. Never-
theless, our clustering algorithm provides a constant number of clusters when the node
intensity increases. Thus, when applying such a routing politic, we would still have
O(n) nodes per cluster and the clusters would not help a lot for scalability. Therefore,
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500 nodes 700 nodes 900 nodes 1000nodes
# clusters/trees 11.76 11.45 11.02 10.80
Cluster diameter 4.99 5.5 6.34 6.1
Cluster-head eccentricity 3.01 3.37 3.19 3.23
Node eccentricity 3.70 3.84 3.84 3.84
Tree depth 3.27 3.33 3.43 3.51
Degree in the tree of non-leaf nodes 3.82 4.19 4.51 4.62

Table 1: Some clusters and clustering trees characteristics.

we propose to use the reverse approachi.e., applying a reactive routing protocol inside
the clusters and a proactive routing protocol between the clusters. Indeed, as the num-
ber of clusters is low and constant when the intensity of nodes increases, each cluster
hasO(1) routes to maintain toward other ones. Moreover, as we can seein Table 1, the
mean node eccentricity is also low and constant (between3 and4 hops). Thus, finding
a route on-demand inside a cluster should not introduce too much latency. As far as we
know, only the SAFARI project [11] has proposed such an approach.

To apply such a routing politic, a nodeu first needs to locate its correspondentv i.e.
to know the cluster to which the nodev belongs:C(v). Once it gets this information,
u is able either to route towardC(v) if C(u)! = C(v) either to request a route toward
nodev inside its cluster ifC(u) = C(v). So, we need a localization function which
returns for a nodeu, the clusterC(u) to which it belongs.

Basis ideas:

A routing operation is referred as indirect when it is performed in two steps:(i) first
locate the target and then(ii) communicate with the target by using the information
obtained at the first step (See Figure 1). This allows the network to dissociate the
location of a node from the location itself. With this approach, the routing information
can be totally distributed, which is important for achieving scalability in large scale
networks.

We propose to use such a routing scheme. We briefly detail herehow we propose to
operate for each step of the indirect routing: distributingthe virtual space and routing
in the virtual space.

We first need to address few questions:(i) what kind of location information do
we need to disseminate (In Figure 1, what information doesu expect?),(ii) how to
disseminate (how doesu know to askw and how doesv know it has to register on node
w?), (iii) how to recuperate it (how to reachw?).

In our proposal, every node already detains an information about its relative loca-
tion: its cluster identifier. As we suppose that the nodes do not have any geographical
information neither absolute nor relative, this is the onlyinformation they have. Thus,
we propose that the nodes register their cluster Id as location information. To perform
the association between a node and the nodes which store its position, we use a distrib-
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Figure 1: Indirect Routing: Nodeu needs to communicate with nodev but does not
have any clue about its position. It thus first needs to ask to nodew wherev is. w

knows wherev is sincev regularly registers its position onw.

uted hash table (DHT). DHT provide a general mapping betweenany information and
a location. They use a virtual addressing spaceV . Partitions of this virtual space are as-
signed to nodes in the network. The idea is to use ahash function to first distribute the
node location information among rendezvous points. This samehash function is also
used by a source to identify the rendezvous point which stores the needed information.
Thishash function is known by every node in the network. Each information ishashed
into a key (hash(v) = keyv ∈ V) of this virtual addressing spaceV and is stored on
the node responsible for the partition of the virtual space this key belongs to. A node
v is responsible for storing an information which key is comprised in the partition of
V v has been assigned. Yet, in Figure 1, we havehash(v) = V irtual Id(v). This
is how (i) v knew where to register its location and(ii) how u knew where to ask the
location ofv. This operation in DHT-based systems which returns the noderesponsible
for a wanted keykey is called the lookup operation. For more details about the lookup
operation, please refer to [1].

As already mentioned, we get a tree structure from our clustering scheme. We
propose to partition a virtual spaceV in each tree and that each node registersd times on
each cluster in order to add redundancy. In this way, when a nodev looks for a nodeu, it
just has to search the information in its cluster. As the nodeeccentricity is low (Table 1),
the latency is reduced. Then, we use an interval routing routing scheme based on a tree
interval labeling scheme to then route in the virtual space.Interval routing is very
attractive by its simplicity. It was introduced in wired networks by Santoro and Khatib
in [12] to reduce the size of the routing tables. It is a way of implementing routing
schemes on arbitrary networks. It is based on representing the routing table stored at
each node in a compact manner, by grouping the set of destination addresses that use
the same output port into intervals of consecutive addresses. The main advantage of
this scheme is the low memory requirements to store the routing:O(δ(u)) on each node
u. Many aspects of the efficiency of Interval Routing are studied in [13]. The routing
is computed in a distributed way with the following algorithm: at each intermediate
nodex, the routing process ends if the destinationy corresponds tox, otherwise, it is
forwarded with the message through an edge labeled by a setI such thaty ∈ I.

The interval labeling scheme (ILS) is the manner to assign interval to the edges
of each nodei.e., how to distribute the virtual identifiers on the network, inorder to
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perform an efficient routing with routes as short as possible. Yet, the authors of [14]
showed that undirected trees can support an interval routing scheme with shortest paths
(in the tree) and with only one interval per output port. For it, the optimal labeling
scheme is obtained by performing a depth-first-search ILS. In such routing schemes
in wired networks, nodes have to store every interval for which each of its neighbors
is responsible. Otherwise, if it does not know to which neighbor it has to forward the
message, it has to query all of them consecutively, which would be costly. Therefore
the size of the routing table is inO(δ(u)) whereδ(u) is the degree (# of neighbors)
of nodeu. As δ(u) increases with the intensity of nodes, this size complexitymay be
problematic for achieving scalability. But in wireless environments, a transmission by
each node can reach all nodes within radius distance from it.Thus the problematic
is a bit different as querying only one neighbor (unicast transmission), is as costly as
querying all neighbors (broadcast transmission). This is aproperty that we will use
in order to limit the storage size required on each node. In our proposal, each node
only stores its own interval (and not its neighbors’one). When a query is sent, as all
neighbors receive it in any way, only the one concerned by it answers. For more details
on Interval Routing features, please refer to [3, 4].

Summary:

To sum up, we propose to apply an indirect routing scheme overour clustered network
by using DHT which associate each node Identifier to a virtualaddress of a spaceV .
The set of virtual addressesV is partitionedd times over the nodes of each cluster.
Using a DHT, each node thus eventually findd virtual addresses and can register its
cluster identity at thed nodes responsible for the partition owning its virtual address,
and so in each cluster. Let’s say we havec clusters. That means, as the clusters are
homogeneous, that each node stores in averaged × c location informations for other
nodes. Asc is constant for important node intensities andd is a low constant, each
node finally storesO(1) location informations.

When a nodeu wants to communicate with a nodev, it uses the DHT to find out
the virtual address ofv: hash(v) = keyv ∈ V . Then, by performing an interval
routing over the virtual spaceV of its own tree, it reaches at least one node in its cluster
responsible for storing the location ofv, i.e. C(v) (whereC(v) is the cluster of node
v). As the intervals of the neighbors are not stored on the node, this one only stores
its own interval. At last, it can joinv, using a classical on-demand routing protocol if
C(v) = C(u), otherwise, it pro-actively joinsC(v). Indeed, as the number of clusters
is low and constant when the intensity of nodes increases, each cluster hasO(1) routes
to maintain toward other ones.

Yet, this indirect routing algorithm does not require a great amount of storage re-
sources as each node storesO(1) informations in all.
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